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1 Introduction

From the later first century onward, many early Christians encountered “the gospel” in and as material texts. These artifacts offer clues about the

1 I am grateful to Warren Campbell, Robert Edwards, Samuel Johnson, Blake Leyerle, David Lincicum, Chris Keith, Candida Moss, Paul Wheatley, and the participants in the "Material Gospel" conference for their generous feedback on earlier forms of this article.


phonebook, but still oriented toward nonlinear access, one might think of cookbooks, user manuals, encyclopedias, or liturgical texts like the Book of Common Prayer. In these examples, readers are expected to access a particular textual unit rather than read from cover to cover. Even texts that could be read linearly often are not. Many academic readers have flipped through monographs to find a relevant section rather than slogging through the whole. Novels can be read straight through on an airplane or at the beach, or they can be the subject of scholarly analysis involving repeated reference to key passages. The mode of reading depends on both text and reader.

Differences in access are not only about linguistic content, but about the material forms in which texts are instantiated. While an e-reader implies one set of reading practices for a novel, a critical edition might be supplied with standardized line numbers to facilitate shared scholarly access. A tourist’s pocket dictionary differs from a multivolume reference work. Even when the two contain overlapping bodies of information, they afford different uses by means of their material form. Both linguistic and material elements shape the possibilities of reading and the activities of readers. Textual objects shape the act of reading not only by what they make strictly possible, but by the actions that they render obvious, natural, or convenient.

Upon observing differing physical books, readers assume varied contexts and uses. Readers are unlikely to confuse an academic monograph with a glossy airport thriller or a pocket dictionary with a scholarly reference work. Divergent sociocultural valuations are encoded into textual objects. Not only are genres, uses, and reading experiences valuated dif-

---


6 “Book” and “novel” often function interchangeably for modern readers, shaping how scholars imagine earlier textuality. When people talk about “reading a book,” they frequently imagine the immersive, linear experience associated with novels. On the reasons for this confluence of categories, see J.A. Stein, When Novels Were Books (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2020), ch. 2.
ferently, but the “bibliographic code” of a material text, as Jerome McGann has termed it, serves as a proxy for these cultural norms. The physical features of textual objects, not only facilitate particular possibilities of use but also reflect the social locations and cultural categories in which both texts and material artifacts are implicated.

A single reader may nonetheless use many kinds of texts. In different contexts, a person might read a mystery thriller, a dense monograph, a lectionary, and an automotive repair manual. As a result, the varying social valuations of particular acts of reading and of specific material texts are not transparent indications of the social locations of the users of these objects. One need not be a mechanic to use an automotive manual or a clergyperson to read a lectionary.

While neither novels (in our modern sense) nor phonebooks existed in the late ancient Mediterranean, early Christian books invite similar questions about format, use, and cultural valuation. In this article, I investigate how Christians and others in late antiquity encountered and touched “the gospel.”

I begin with materials that are too seldom incorporated into


10 The paratextual phenomena that I discuss are primarily attested for Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John; we do not find similar devices in late ancient noncanonical gospel manuscripts from Nag Hammadi, Oxyrhynchus, or other sites, with the exception of a παράγραφος in *P. Oxy.* 4,654 (Gospel of Thomas). This reflects both the limitations of our evidence and the modes of reception that the four canonical gospels enjoyed. Liturgical use may be a significant differentiating factor. It has been argued by A. Luijendijk, “Reading the Gospel of Thomas in the Third Century: Three Oxyrhynchus Papyri and Origen’s Homilies,” in *Reading New Testament Papyri in Context*, ed. C. Clivaz and J. Zumstein, BETL 242 (Leuven: Peeters, 2011), 241–267, that paratextual features in the Oxyrhynchus fragments of the Gospel of Thomas indicate a transition from public (liturgical) reading to private study.
discussions of early Christian literature: ritual formularies, medical handbooks, agricultural guides, and astronomical tables. These are all what one might describe as “practical” texts, a category which I will define and nuance below. People performed portions of these texts in a range of situations – whether by reading them aloud or by following the instructions of the text to perform a ritual, prepare a medicine, or cast a horoscope. In order to facilitate use, many late ancient practical texts were organized in ways that invited nonlinear access.

Late ancient gospel codices were textual objects, and thus belong in a broader landscape of late ancient textuality. Like all material texts, they invited users to manipulate them in order to access their content. Technological innovations in late ancient textuality go far beyond the rise of the codex. While scholarship on early Christianity has emphasized codex format, I seek to advance the conversation beyond this well-worn question.\(^\text{11}\) The codex should not obscure other aspects of how early Christian readers developed novel strategies to facilitate knowledge, navigation, and use of gospel literature. As I demonstrate here, practices of nonlinear access shape the physical and paratextual structure of gospel codices in late antiquity and vice versa. Material texts and reading practices correspond. Many gospel codices resembled referential texts that assumed nonlinear access: cookbooks, medical recipes, agricultural handbooks, and so forth. Gospel codices incorporated systems that segmented the text and enabled readers to identify particular sections. These phenomena tell us how the producers of gospel codices expected them to work. I argue that the materiality and textuality of the late ancient gospel codex intersected with the features of practical texts insofar as both were organized to facilitate nonlinear access. By contrast, while it was – and is – possible to read a gospel \textit{in extenso}, late ancient gospel codices guided the reader toward other uses.\(^\text{12}\)


\(^{12}\) These other uses, however, do not exclude linear reading. In his discussion of Gellius, S. DiGiulio, “Gellius’ Strategies of Reading (Gellius): Miscellany and the Active Reader in \textit{Noctes Atticae} Book 2,” \textit{CP} 115 (2020), 242–264, at 243, observes that the intersection of
2 Nonlinear Access

Late antiquity witnessed a number of new, and newly widespread, approaches to textual access.\textsuperscript{13} This transformation in textuality was marked not only by novel technologies but by the rapidly expanding use of existing but rare ones. Here I discuss a number of phenomena using the interlocking categories of segmentation and reference.\textsuperscript{14}

Segmentation involves dividing a text into distinct units. In late ancient texts, techniques such as ἔκθεσις (text extended into the left margin), rubrication, marginal marks (such as διπλα or παράγραφαι), and blank space facilitated use.\textsuperscript{15} One might think of ritual (or “magical”) formularies. These formularies collect a number of discrete units – incantations, instructions, formulae for amulets, and so forth – and facilitate locating and performing them separately. For example, in a fourth-century codex catalogued as Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, manuscrit supplémentaire grec 574, we find numerous distinct units.\textsuperscript{16} These are titled, for

\begin{flushright}

14 I adopt the categories of “segmentation” and “reference” from A. Riggsby, “Guides to the Wor(l)d,” in \textit{Ordering Knowledge in the Roman Empire}, ed. J. König and T. Whitmarsh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 88–107, at 89, who applies them specifically to tables of contents.


example, “marvelous love charm” or “for [winning] friends.” A διπλή in the left margin distinguishes units. While this codex is not supplied with a table of contents, the διπλή allows the reader to skim from one recipe or incantation to the next until she locates the desired material for a given occasion. In another fourth-century codex, P. Lond. 1.46, section titles (roughly centered on the written column and surrounded by blank space) perform a similar function. Both of these examples are relatively polished manuscripts (and thus conveniently legible), but similar features appear in less expensive collections as well. Titles and section marks made the texts accessible as units.

Strategies of segmentation were applied to texts in other fields, including astronomy, architecture, law, and medicine. One might think of Dioscorides of Anazarbus’s De materia medica, a medicinal collection of entries about plants, animals, and minerals, dating from the first century CE. The text incorporated diagrams and botanical illustrations. These illustrations

---

17 Love charm: ll. 296–466; popularity charm: ll. 833–834.  
perform a navigational function as well as an illustrative one, assisting the reader in locating the relevant entry. In late antiquity, Dioscorides’s work was reorganized into alphabetized sections, further facilitating referential use.\footnote{Dioscorides himself explicitly rejected an alphabetical arrangement because it separated related material (praef. 3). Manuscripts of Dioscorides’s De materia medica survive in various versions. See Riddle, Dioscorides (see n. 21), esp. 20–22, 176–180. Similar handbooks (not alphabetized) include the Michigan (L.C. Youtie, P. Michigan, vol. 17: The Michigan Medical Codex [P. Mich. 758=P. Mich. Inv. 21] [Atlanta: Scholars, 1996]; LDAB 430; 4th cent.), Leiden (P. Leid. Gr. 2.X; LDAB 2442; 3rd cent.), and Stockholm (PGM Va; LDAB 5653; 3rd or 4th cent.) codices; cf. R. Halleux, ed., Papyrus de Leyden, papyrus de Stockholm, fragments de recettes (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1981). These manuscripts collect numerous recipes, bridging medical, magical, and alchemical practices. On intersections between medicine and magic, see M. de Haro Sanchez, “Between Magic and Medicine: The Iatromagical Formularies and Medical Receptaries on Papyri Compared,” ZPE 195 (2015), 179–189. In these manuscripts, sections are marked by spacing, παράγραφαι, and titles.} Galen of Pergamum organized his Vocum Hippocratis glossarium (Glossary of Hippocratic Terms) alphabetically to facilitate quick reference.\footnote{Galen’s De simplicium medicamentorum [temperamentis ac facultatibus (The Capacities [and Mixtures] of Simple Drugs) was also, in part, alphabetized. Galen employed other strategies as well. Among his works are both De compositione medicamentorum per genera (The Composition of Drugs according to Kind) and De compositione medicamentorum secundum locos (The Composition of Drugs according to Places), the former arranged by ailment and the latter by part of the body. See A. Touwaide, “Collecting Books, Acquiring Medicines: Knowledge Acquisition in Galen’s Therapeutics,” in Galen’s De indolentia: Essays on A Newly Discovered Letter, ed. C.K. Rothschild and T.W. Thompson, STAC 88 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014), 79–90, and Clare Rothschild in this volume. In another work, Galen instructs someone on how to use a roll for public disputation, with ostentatious scrolling back and forth between material marked under different headings (De differentiis pulsuum 2.6 [Kühn 8.591–592]). Galen mentions other agonistic reading events involving rapid nonlinear access, possibly using similar strategies (De libris propriis 1, 2 [Kühn 19.13–15, 21–22]). Even if technologies of segmentation and reference intersect with the codex-format book to afford nonlinear reading, the codex is not the sine qua non of such nonlinear reading practices. For other examples of sigla used to segment medical texts, see McNamee, “Sigla” (see n. 15), 131 n. 21.} While one could study the work as a whole, this was not necessary. Segmentation was built in, inviting the user to locate the relevant portion of the text for a given occasion. In each of these examples, texts were organized into discrete units – whether recipes, formulas, or lists of technical terms. Since these handbooks and reference tools assemble discrete units of information, it makes sense that they were compiled in ways that facilitated use as individual units. Even if they could be used in context, they do not have to be. Subdividing a text into units, especially titled ones, facilitates nonlinear reading.
The late ancient revolution in information technology also involved developments in textual reference, visible in technologies like alphabetization and tables of contents. Both imply nonlinear access to the texts which they organize. Alphabetization is a familiar technology today. Yet, as Lloyd Daly and Andrew Riggsby show, alphanumeric organizational strategies were rare in Mediterranean antiquity, emerging with greater frequency in late antiquity.\(^\text{24}\) While alphabetization is not conceptually hard, it implies practices of nonlinear access which increased dramatically in late antiquity. Alphabetization organizes a text to facilitate the reader’s access. Nonlinear access is built into an alphabetized text. Alphabetization works for dictionaries, glossaries, or collections of recipes – and it was used for all of these in late antiquity.\(^\text{25}\) But it is effective only for texts with units that can be structured around an alphabetic framework. It is less useful for narratives like the gospels, which have their own internal structure. Nonetheless, alphabetization offers further evidence for a late ancient shift toward nonlinear textual access.

The table of contents is another major referential practice, a natural extension of the section titling discussed above.\(^\text{26}\) One example is the

\(^\text{24}\) L.W. Daly, *Contributions to a History of Alphabetization in Antiquity and the Middle Ages* (Bruxelles: Latomus, 1967); cf. Riggsby, *Mosaics* (see n. 13), 11–22, on “ordered lists.” Early alphabetized lists were used for limited scholarly contexts; Riggsby describes a contrast between “high accessibility and low actual use” (12).


\(^\text{26}\) Riggsby, “Guides to the Wor(l)d” (see n. 14); id., *Mosaics* (see n. 13), ch. 1 (emphasizing Latin). The earlier essay includes discussion not superseded by the later monograph. As Riggsby argues, the table of contents was sufficiently unfamiliar in Roman antiquity to require introduction; extant tables of contents come with instructions telling the reader how to use the presented text. See further J. Bodel, “The Publication of Pliny’s Letters,” in *Pliny the Book-Maker: Betting on Posterity in the Epistles*, ed. I. Marchesi (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 13–108, at 23–42. Bodel points, in particular, to a connection between “technical handbooks” and tables of contents (30).
Prescriptions of Scribonius Largus, from the mid-first century (ca. 44–48 CE). After a prefatory letter, the Prescriptions contains a table of contents, followed by the bulk of the work, a collection of some 271 different medical recipes. As Riggsby notes, “the most novel feature of this [table of contents] is that each of these entries is then followed by an index number, keyed to the individual paragraphs of the main text.” The brief entries in the table of contents are organized by ailment (and not, say, by ingredient), so that one can quickly find a remedy for the relevant condition. This is the earliest known example of the table of contents, but many others follow. Early texts with tables of contents include Columella’s On Country Matters, an agricultural manual; Pliny the Elder’s Natural History, an omnibus collection of geographical, scientific, and ethnographic knowledge; and Aulus Gellius’s Attic Nights, a commonplace book that includes poetry, astronomy, agriculture, and medicine. A late ancient explosion of the technology supplied tables of contents for both new and existing texts.

These varied phenomena – section markers, headings, alphabetization, tables of contents, and so forth – are now so familiar that they are easy to overlook. Modern books are equipped with a surfeit of reference technologies and structuring features, but this familiarity might lead us to ignore their novelty in the Mediterranean world of the early centuries CE. Nonetheless, these technologies warrant attention as indications of particular kinds and contexts of use. While the technologies vary, each invites textual access in ways other than from start to finish. They invite flipping or

27 Riggsby, “Guides to the Wor(l)d” (see n. 14), 92; cf. id., Mosaics (see n. 13), 20–29.
30 Notable late ancient tables of contents include Oribasius’s influential collection of medical recipes (4th cent.), Charisius’s Ars grammatica (4th cent.), and Porphyry’s Vita Plotini (including a table of contents for the Enneads, ca. 300 CE). Eusebius of Caesarea (ca. 260–339 CE) supplied many of his works with κεφάλαια lists for each book. A sixth-century manuscript of Pliny the Younger’s Epistulae includes a table of contents. It has been argued by R. Gibson, “Starting with the Index in Pliny,” in The Roman Paratext: Frame, Texts, Readers, ed. L. Jansen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 33–55, and Bodel, “Pliny’s Letters” (see n. 26), 23–42, that this was devised by Pliny, while Riggsby, Mosaics (see n. 13), 26–27, thinks it emerged later. On late ancient tables of contents, see J. Coogan, “Transforming Textuality: Porphyry, Eusebius, and Late Ancient Tables of Contents,” Studies in Late Antiquity 5.1 (2021), 6–27.
31 For a similar argument about the elusive nature of paratextual innovation, see A. Grafton, The Footnote: A Curious History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997).
scrolling between different sites, as well as identifying and referring to units of material. The reader is intended to find and to use particular textual loci. Technologies of segmentation and reference invite and imply particular textual practices. As a result, their prevalence in late ancient gospel codices offers a significant window into early Christian textual practices and their social contexts.

3 Practical Texts as a Category

In the Roman Mediterranean, emerging technologies of access correlated strongly with particular sorts of texts. For greater precision, I here propose a heuristic category of “practical texts.” By practical texts, I mean textual artifacts constructed as instrumenta for reference or as scripts for performance. This category maps ancient textual practices in productive ways. While it primarily includes texts that one might characterize as scientific or technical, I specifically use it to describe textual artifacts that were constructed as tools, scripts, or aids to performance. One could, in principle, read any of these texts from cover to cover (like a phonebook in a filibuster), but they are tools or scripts for doing things. Practical texts include recipes, instructions, and manuals. Ptolemy’s Handy Tables, for example, are a tool for casting horoscopes or creating ephemerides. Magical formularies are recipe books; relevant sections of text provide scripts for rituals or instructions for performing procedures. Medical handbooks, ritual formularies, agricultural guides, and astronomical tables provide

32 The distinction I propose corresponds in part to the distinction between “discrete” and “continuous” texts advanced by M. Asper, Griechische Wissenschaftstexte: Formen, Funktionen, Differenzierungsgeschichten, Philosophie der Antike 25 (Stuttgart: Steiner, 2007), although some texts that Asper considers “continuous” could be and were organized for nonlinear access. This distinction also resembles the category of ὑπομνήματα constructed by Larsen and Letteney, “Christians and the Codex” (see n. 2), which they characterize as “unfinished” and “unauthored” texts “meant to be consulted, used, and revisited” (395). While I question the stability of ὑπομνήματα as a singular textual modality, a number of the examples that Larsen and Letteney discuss fall into my category of practical texts; cf. M.D.C. Larsen, Gospels before the Book (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018).

scripts for performance. Of course, not all medical treatises or architectural works, for example, are devised for practical or banausic use in this sense. Individual portions of these practical texts were performed in varied situations.

This category of practical texts is characterized by paratextual technologies. Because these practical texts functioned instrumentally, people often equipped them with devices for segmentation and reference. Reference technologies facilitated access for particular situations. They facilitate nonlinear access and discontinuous reading because this corresponds to how the texts are often used. Reference is a characteristic feature of “practical” texts even when it is adopted as a feature of literary projects that do not exclusively envision nonlinear use. The best-preserved examples of tables of contents are in texts with elite literary pretensions like Pliny’s *Natural History* and Gellius’s *Attic Nights*. In both cases, the authors elevate the features of practical texts to an elite register. Nonlinear access and practical texts are not exclusively associated with the codex, even though gospels in particular appear overwhelmingly in codex format. The technologies of segmentation and reference that I have described—alphabetization, tables of contents, and so forth—occur in rolls as well.

Attending to practical texts as a category of use illuminates parallels between gospels and other ancient texts. Segmentation and reference are associated with a range of τεχναί, including grammar, astronomy, architecture, law, medicine, agriculture, magic, and theurgy. Segmentation and reference are not the only technologies associated with technical texts; diagrams, illustrations, and tables also characterize these texts. Nonetheless, two clarifications are helpful here. First, while the category of

---

34 A close examination of the examples collected by McNamee, “Sigla” (see n. 15), demonstrates that the vast majority of sigla used for segmentation or reference in late ancient Greek papyri appear in practical texts (or Christian ones), although there are occasional exceptions. As Schröder, *Titel und Text* (see n. 15), 103–104, notes, paratextual interventions like sections and tables of contents were also relatively more common in pedagogical texts. Of course, the practical and the pedagogical often overlap. Note moreover that, according to its preface, Gellius’s *Attic Nights* is itself a *handbook* for Gellius’s children’s education. As I have argued elsewhere, the table of contents that Porphyry designed for his *Enneads* is likewise part of a pedagogical project; see Coogan, “Transforming Textuality” (see n. 30).

35 Riggsby, *Mosaics* (see n. 13), 28–29, argues that Latin authors hesitated to employ diagrams, illustrations, or complex page layout, in part because of worries that these were not reliably transmitted. Greek authors had fewer worries; numerous texts (in astronomy, medicine, and mechanics, among other fields) circulated with diagrams, illustrations, and tables. See C. Roby, *Technical Ekphrasis in Greek and Roman Science and Literature: The Written Machine between Alexandria and Rome* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 152–191; Riggsby, *Mosaics*, 154–202.
technical texts was operative for thinkers in antiquity, it is permeable and diverse. Recent scholarship has problematized identifying scientific or technical literature as a single discrete genre, rather than as a constellation of texts that cluster around a range of topics and uses. Practical texts, too, are not identifiable with a single genre. Second, not all ancient technical or scientific texts are best understood as scripts or reference tools for particular practices, nor did all technical texts have devices like tables of contents or alphabetization. While not all technical or scientific texts facilitated nonlinear practices of “reference and retrieval,” technologies of access nonetheless characterize texts that were designed as scripts or instrumenta for particular performances – that is, as practical texts.

Ancient bibliographic distinctions correlate with technologies of access. Segmentation and reference were applied in only limited ways to poetry or to prose genres such as history, biography, or dialogue. For Homer and Sophocles, Herodotus and Thucydides, Plutarch and Plato, the material evidence from classical and late antiquity reflects limited paratextual intervention. We find a hesitation to structure literary works paratextually. Titling and punctuation are limited. There are not efficient ways to identify or locate particular passages except by rote knowledge. While a number of works had been divided into “books” and while the metrical line offers a natural unit for poetry, neither serves as an effective device for referential access (especially without line numbering). In keeping with a broader trend in late ancient textuality, these technologies of knowledge emerge first in the western Mediterranean, in both Greek and Latin.

The bibliographic imagination in the Roman Mediterranean distinguished between these categories of textuality. Not only modern reception,
but ancient discourses of knowledge valuated technical textuality (and the practical texts associated with it) in distinct ways. This ancient distinction, embedded in distinct reading practices, results in practical differences on the page. The elite impenetrability of the page was a feature of particular sorts of texts; a variety of interventions to facilitate nonlinear use characterized others. To acknowledge this reality does not require a reified distinction between literary and non-literary texts or the privileging of one category at the expense of the other, nor does it require mapping the users of these texts onto tidy social hierarchies. Rather, it acknowledges distinctions of use and categorization in ancient bibliographical practice. Technologies of segmentation and reference correspond to a widespread — although permeable — division among textual artifacts in the bibliographic world of antiquity. The two categories imply different primary uses. There are texts for linear reading and practical texts for reference.

4 Gospels as Practical Texts

Nonlinear access, reference technologies, and practical texts illuminate the early reception of gospel literature in late antiquity. No secure evidence suggests that first- or second-century gospels were equipped with tables of contents, κεφάλαια, or extensive paratextual apparatus. Christian manuscripts from the second century onward sometimes included textual divisions marked by punctuation, παράγραφαι, ἔκθεσις, spacing, or other devices. A number of these resembled the features of the magical codices discussed above. More sophisticated systems for gospel segmentation and reference emerged in the third and fourth centuries and continued to develop throughout late antiquity. Multiple systems emerged in parallel, suggesting that the phenomena reflect a widespread development in early Christian book culture rather than a single context like that of Caesarea. Although numerous studies have described patterns of segmentation in early Christian manuscripts, they have seldom been placed in a late ancient context of textual reference and nonlinear use.

Standardized systems of gospel sections and headings emerged no later than the third century. The oldest preserved Greek example of systematic divisions for the gospels appears in the fourth-century Codex Vaticanus (GA 03). While the Vaticanus system appears in a handful of later manuscripts as well, it is not widespread. Although the chapters of Vaticanus (and, as we will see, the sections of Eusebius) were simply numbered, chapter titles emerged early on. In Greek, chapter titles are preserved in two fifth-century codices, Codex Alexandrinus (02) and Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus (04). A formal table of contents for gospel codices develops no later than the early fifth century, again attested first in Codex Alexandrinus. In Latin, *capitula* for the gospels may have developed by the end of
the third century. Like the section titles in the ritual collections or the table of contents in Scribonius’s medical text, gospel κεφάλαια aid the reader in accessing relevant sections of text for particular situations – for study, for liturgical reading, and so forth. While the hermeneutical implications of titles have been noted by Greg Goswell and by Jennifer Knust and Tommy Wasserman, their practical possibilities invite further investigation.

The fourth-century Eusebian apparatus, a system of cross-references devised by Eusebius of Caesarea (ca. 260–339/340 CE), segmented the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John into 1,162 small units and coordinated these sections with a set of reference tables. This apparatus facilitated a number of nonlinear reading practices. Eusebius divided the gospels into units based on parallels in other gospels; parallel sections in different gospels are coordinated by means of reference tables. This enables the reader to turn, for example, from Mark’s baptism account to Matthew’s, rather than reading continuously through any one gospel narrative. The

While the Eusebian apparatus was designed for one mode of nonlinear access – comparison of gospel parallels – this structure of segmentation and reference was adapted to other modes of nonlinear access. In many cases, Eusebius’s sections are written as separate paragraphs, often with rubrication, ἐκθεσις, and enlarged initials. The section numbers also functioned as standard reference indicators for lectionary systems, as in the Byzantine Typikon.\footnote{49}{The Eusebian apparatus is visible in J. Mateos, ed., Le Typicon de la grande église, vol. 1: Le cycle des douze mois; vol. 2: Le cycle des fêtes mobiles, OrChrAn 165–166 (Rome: Pontificum Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1962). In his translation (the right-hand side of the facing-page edition), Mateos converts the Eusebian sections to modern verse notation. This is convenient for contemporary readers, but obscures the technologies employed in manuscripts.}

Occasionally, the Eusebian apparatus was expanded into a complete table of contents, with titles (incipits) for each section. One of the earliest manuscripts containing Eusebius’s system is a fifth- or sixth-century set of canons from the Epiphanius monastery at Thebes. In addition to the framework of columns and rows, there are a number of annotations. Most of the headings are about content. Some indicate occasions for reading. These tell us, for example, that gospel sections are “concerning the end and signs” (περὶ τοῦ τέλους καὶ σημείων) or “for the great Sunday of Easter” (εἰς τὴν μεγάλην κυριακήν του παύς) or “for loving the enemy” (εἰς το αγαπαν τον εχθρον).\footnote{50}{Editio princeps: P. Mon. Epiph. 584. This manuscript is held by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, with the inventory number (Egyptian) X.455 (LDAB 1062). I am grateful to Andrea Achi and Niv Allon of the Metropolitan Museum of Art for the opportunity to consult this manuscript in December 2018. Since it contains the Eusebian canons, the manuscript was presumably once a four-gospel codex, but only part of the canons and part of the Epistle to Carpianus are preserved. Compare C. Nordenfalk, “Canon Tables on Papyrus,” DOP 36 (1982), 29–38.}

These indications suggest a mode of gospel reading that resembles Scribonius’s Prescriptions. Just as, for Scribonius, one might turn to a specific numbered section for a remedy for a headache or for gout, this set of canons indicates when to read, what the content of a section is, or perhaps why one might benefit from reading a particular section.\footnote{51}{Scribonius, Compositions 5 (headache), 158–162 (gout).} Like Scribonius, whoever annotated this set of canons sought to
render the text usable for particular situations. The Eusebian sections provide a referential framework for practical use of the gospels.

The ritual texts known as magical papyri, discussed above, are a diverse group. Some were designed for theurgic encounter with the divine, with particular texts appropriate for particular contexts.\textsuperscript{52} In this sense, they intersect closely with gospel codices. After all, gospel codices are often used in the ritual setting of liturgy, where particular texts are read at particular times (often by ritual specialists) as part of events of divine encounter.\textsuperscript{53} This invites us to think of Christian ritual practitioners in parallel to other specialists in theurgy, medicine, or astronomy. The development of formal liturgical sequences was accompanied by the emergence of textual features that facilitated using manuscripts for these practices.\textsuperscript{54} Not only were the Eusebian sections used to mark liturgical reading, but something similar appears in the annotations to the fifth-century Codex Bezae (05). Readers as early as the sixth century annotated Bezae with liturgical lections.\textsuperscript{55} Insofar as liturgical paratexts organized the gospel text for nonlinear access in performative contexts of divine encounter, they resemble the ritual formularies discussed above.

Liturgy is not the only way that late antiquity witnessed powerful textual encounters. Gospel codices were configured for book divination (sortilege) in various ways. A number of scholars have studied manuscripts of John which include \textit{hermeneiai} (“interpretations”).\textsuperscript{56} A questioner (perhaps


\textsuperscript{53} Gospels also circulated in formats other than books. Gospel \textit{incipits} and excerpts appear on amulets; see de Bruyn and Dijkstra, “Greek Amulets and Formularies” (see n. 19); J. Sanzo, \textit{Scriptural Incipits on Amulets from Late Antique Egypt: Text, Typology, and Theory}, WUNT 84 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014); T.S. de Bruyn, \textit{Making Amulets Christian: Artefacts, Scribes, and Contexts} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017). This is not limited to canonical material. The Abgar-Jesus correspondence appears in formularies and amulets; see J.G. Given, “Utility and Variance in Late Antique Witnesses to the Abgar-Jesus Correspondence,” \textit{JEH} 17 (2016), 187–222.

\textsuperscript{54} Compare Larsen in this issue of \textit{Early Christianity}, who argues that “in terms of implied reading practices” the fifth-century Latin Codex Bobiensis (VI 1) “creates a gospel that was not designed to be read ‘from front to back,’ but was designed to have all the ‘basics’ of the story likely for public reading purposes such as preaching or teaching.”


with the help of a specialist) would open the text to a random page and employ the interpretation from that page as the answer to their query. A further example is provided by the sixth-century Sahidic Gospel of the Lots of Mary, published by AnneMarie Luijendijk. This artifact mirrors the potential of random access to other gospel texts but consists only of divinatory material without continuous readable content. This manuscript represents the maximum logical extension of “gospel” as a nonlinear text.

In each of the ways I have surveyed, late ancient gospel codices invite comparison with practical texts like ritual collections, medical recipes, or agricultural manuals. Paratextual interventions in gospel codices facilitated nonlinear access and practical use, including for ritual and divinatory purposes. The granularity of this segmentation and the sophistication of these reference technologies are unusual for narrative texts of the period, although they are common in architectural manuals, agricultural handbooks, and ritual formularies. Gospel codices were configured to function like these other practical texts.

5 Conclusion

As I noted at the beginning of this article, different material texts afford varied modes of reading. If this is true, what sort of books were late ancient gospel codices and what practices of reading did they afford? I argue that gospel codices invited nonlinear access and performative use in ways that paralleled other late ancient practical texts, such as ritual formularies, medical recipes, and agricultural manuals. The novel strategies which early Christian readers developed to facilitate knowledge, navigation, and use of gospel literature invite fresh comparisons and new perspectives.

Since the late nineteenth century, an influential strand of scholarship has identified early Christian texts, including gospels, as cultural products

---

of secondary value or lower status, as *Kleinliteratur* in contrast to *Hochliteratur*. These long-entrenched narratives imagine gospels as “subliterary” texts, the traces of oral transmission, rather than literature proper. Until recently, technical texts (*Fachliteratur* or *Fachprosa*) have likewise been disparaged as banalistic, intellectually insignificant, not real literature. Yet, while I have here argued that the material and paratextual features of many late ancient gospel codices parallel those of other late ancient practical texts, my argument does not reinforce the hierarchies of social class and intellectual merit which undergird the distinction between *Kleinliteratur* and *Hochliteratur*. The division is neither helpful nor pertinent. To observe similarities in practical use is not to reinscribe the tendency – both ancient and modern – to privilege Homer or Plato as more substantial or significant than magical papyri or gospel literature. Moreover, as we noted above, the divergent sociocultural valuations of these texts do not justify differentiating users into distinct groups, since practical texts were used across the literate spectrum. Instead, this comparison invites fresh analysis of how readers encountered and used gospel texts.

My conclusions in this article contribute to ongoing conversation in two major ways. First, late ancient gospel codices resembled other late ancient practical texts. The affordances of nonlinear access were integrated into the thick fabric of the late ancient gospel manuscript. Modern discussions of early Christian textuality frequently impose present-day cultural valuations of reading practices onto the Roman Mediterranean. In particular, immersive linear reading (as of a novel) functions as the “ideal form” of reading in popular imagination. Many scholars impose this sociocultural preference on early Christian reading as well. I contend, however, that from the perspective of access and use, the late ancient gospel codex appears less

---

like a novel and more like a recipe book. It’s designed for the user to look things up and to use material “out of order.” While I am not proposing rigid categorization of gospel literature, this observation invites new frames of comparison and unexplored sociocultural contexts for early Christian textuality. Furthermore, it historicizes modern interest in narrative readings of the gospels, revealing that such readerly projects are themselves culturally contingent.

Second, the modes of textual access I have explored here offer new ways of thinking about the ways of reading that late ancient gospel codices – as material objects – made possible. These overlooked affordances of non-linear reading opened up possibilities for performance for individual needs under variegated circumstances. Some late ancient readers – perhaps even many – read gospels *in extenso*. But this ought not be the dominant model for understanding gospel codices as readable material objects. Like other practical texts, they offered scripts for use. The varied modes of sectioning and reference discussed here facilitated liturgical, scholarly, and divinatory practices. Gospel codices were employed in new sequences and temporal rhythms. As artifacts, they functioned in diverse economies and practices of performance, offering textual recipes against anger, for healing, for knowledge. By attending to varied technologies of access and to the diverse performative contexts that they underwrite, we discover patterns of knowledge that enrich our understanding of gospels as material texts, in late antiquity and beyond.
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